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Connecting To Our Community  - MVACL  

A big thank-you to everyone for working together during these tough times.  
No one has had an easy time planning for this change.  Yet, these changes have 
also presented opportunities to be creative around the ways we are keeping active 
and entertained everyday while still maintaining our safety and security. People 
are reaching out to support one another in unexpected and amazing ways. 
#Covidkindness  
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I am very excited to be a part of the MVACL community.  The community connector position was of great interest to 

me as I feel awareness and advocacy within the developmental services field is so important.  I grew up in the area 

and have been working in Ottawa within different areas of the field for approximately 20 years, and am happy to be 

home again.  I look forward to helping us all share all the wonderful things that happen day to day within MVACL. 

-Heidi Mundt 

Community Connector 

 

 

WELCOME to Brandon Laymen,   We are so pleased to have you join MVACL. 

WELCOME BACK to our Summer Students; Tyler Fabian and Taylor Kuiack, for their 2nd year! 

Throwback to St. Patty’s COVID style, Dean 

and Jen celebrating in style! 

We are very pleased to introduce Heidi Mundt in her role as Community Connector for our 
agency.  She took on this critical new role to link MVACL within the larger community.  Heidi 
has a DSW and years of experience advocating alongside of people with disabilities.  She is 
looking forward to making an impact in the community in a field she is passionate about.  
She has been planning and contributing to the development of our social media presence.  
Through this channel she will be working to improve awareness of inclusion for all people in 
our community.  When we are able to open the Learning Centre again she will be facilitating 
the many learning opportunities we offer there.   Her creative vision and enthusiasm has 
been a much welcomed addition to our administration team.    

-Nicole Castle 
Residential Manager 
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Dolores staying safe at home.   

Katlyn keeping the deliveries coming.  

Thanks so much.    
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Health & Safety Update  
To start the Health and Safety Committee would like to give everyone a BIG 
THANK YOU!  These have been physically and emotionally difficult times for 
everyone.  We continue to see a staff team very dedicated to providing sup-
port to the people we serve in a very safe and healthy manner.  It appears 
that everyone has embraced the safety precautions and measures that have 
been put in place as a result of Covid-19.  It is vitally important that we all con-
tinue to practice these measures at work and continue with social distancing 
while we are away from work so that we all can remain healthy and keep the 
people we provide support to healthy.   

The Health and Safety Committee encourages you to contact any member if you have questions or 
concerns about Covid-19 at work or any other health related issue.  If we do not have the answer 
immediately we will be able to find you the most current and accurate information.  All COVID up-
dates and our Health and Safety Policies and Procedures continue to be located on 
our website at www.mvacl.ca. Tracy Biskup – tracybiskup@hotmail.com Chrissy 
Woods – chrissy_w73@hotmail.com Wendy Brotton – HR@mvacl.ca Amanda Foy – 
afoy@mvacl.ca        Jay Fabian – jfabian@mvacl.ca 

We continue to have gone without a lost time at work accident or injury.  As of Mon-
day April 27, 2020 we are 571 days since the last incident.  We completed another 
draw and the following staff have won a gift certificate: Peter Ritchie, Simon Fero, 
Jackie O, Allison L and Cari. B  

Please keep up the safe, hard work, MVACL Health and Safety Committee, 

-Chrissy, Tracy, Wendy, Amanda & Jay 
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We appreciate our dedicated front-line workers. Gift cards from Steadman’s V&S, Lorraine’s Pharmasave, Home Building Cen-

ter, and Shell, were given to all staff who worked the first six weeks of the pandemic.  This was also an effort to support our lo-

cal businesses.  Staff were also provided with a ‘lunch on us’ with a Subway gift card. 

Supported people & staff were recognized for their patience and resilience: 

Madawaska Coffee, in conjunction with their community customers provided coffee 

& pastries to our many locations back on April.   

Cronuts from the Cottage Cup the in Golden Lake were delivered to all program 

locations in early May. 

Pizza dinners were provided to people supported and their staff. 

Stories about people caring for each other, and sharing appreciation in small and large 

ways abound.   

Let’s keep sharing & caring.  ….We are ‘Better Together’. 
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Kim Barnes- 9 piece set of non-stick induction cookware 

Jenny Brotton- Electronic Retro Smoothie Maker 

Michelle Rozak- Sylvania Bluetooth and USB retro record 
player 

Jenny Currins- Deluxe Hot Air popcorn maker and Jelly 
Belly treats 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shirley Nichols- Maxwell Williams set of coffee mugs and a 
single serve Coffee Maker 

Stacey Irwin- 4.5 Litre Food standing mixer 

Kelly Norlock- Bugatti Day bag  

 

 

 

5 Years 

               Amber Kuiack 

       Amanda Levean 
 

 

      Mary Ann Dombroskie 

         Amanda Foy 

  Amanda Grant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Ritchie 

Pam Spence 

Colleen Murack 

10 Years 

         15 Years 

        Nicole Castle 

           Bev Stoppa 

          Glen Gets 

        Jane Jessup 

20 Years 

Betty Corrigan 

Beverly Kauffeldt 

Aimee Pilgrim 

The 1st draw of the Above and Beyond lottery was held on May 1st.  There 

were many amazing prizes handed out to staff who were nominated by their 

peers for a job well done.  The next draw will be held in December 2020.  If 

you see someone doing something extraordinary while working send in a 

note stating your appreciation to the grey box on the front porch of the office.   

The note will be your ballet for the nest draw.    

The winners were: 
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How my live has changed and how I am coping during the current pandemic. 
 
This pandemic has affected my work because I am no-longer working in the agency office of MVACL. I 
felt sad to miss my work colleagues and friends.  However; I am now working from home on projects for 
the agency. With this being said, I am also an essential worker because of my business Travis Richards 
Office and I have been deemed essential for business support through the Government regulations.   
 
I have missed seeing people in person the most as I am a people person and enjoy meeting people face 
to face and talking with them.   
I miss seeing my friends at Toastmasters  which is a speaking and leadership skills workshop group.  I 
also miss my family, as well as my close friends because of the virus. It’s hard to stay connected but 
with technology, it enables me to do so. I used to feel not connected but eventually I worked around this 
and stay connected by phone calls, email, social media, and socially distanced visits where I stay 6 ft. 
apart from the other person. 
 
I am learning lots of new skills; I have enrolled in professional licensing for digital marketing. I go for 
walks, watch TV, work and participate in Toastmasters virtually. 
 
Working with my support team, it has been easier to feel rest assured that it will end eventually and we 
that we are all in this together! 
 
-Travis Richards 
Part Time Reception 
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Hello all; from a safe distance. 

So many things have changed in the blink of an eye.  Things we are now considering normal.  What the new normal 

will look like, social distancing, self isolation,  wash/sanitize your hands, take your temperature, wear a mask, shop 

alone, internet meetings, window visiting, low gas prices and no where to go, let alone getting there and needing a 

washroom!  How many waves of COVID will there be?  Just worrying about everything. 

So many things that we mostly took for granted are things we are missing.  Hugs with friends and family, family gath-

erings, dentist visits, hair cuts, coffee or lunch with friends, indoor pools, taking critters to the groomers, non-

emergency visits with the farm vet, prescription refills for more than 30 days,  plain just doing something without 

planning how to get it done with limited contact.  It is not elaborate, expensive stuff, it's the simple things that formed 

our days. 

We are extremely blessed at MVACL with dedicated, committed staff, both front line and management who have been 

able to keep up with all the evolving guide lines to keep everyone safe and healthy.  Monica and her staff are our es-

sential front line heroes.   

May everyone continue to stay healthy, safe and sane!! 

 ~Bridget  Gutoskie 

       A Message From the Board President 
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Postponed But Not Forgotten... 

Hello, First of all thank you for your dedication and positive support the last couple of months.  

Just as we were starting to get DSS and DSP training rolling, we had to put a temporary delay on our train-

ing days. I am eager to get started again. As we wait to see how restrictions are lifted and continue with so-

cial distancing, I am working on an innovative way to continue our learning. In the meantime, please feel 

free to check out Open Futures Learning.   You can also visit VITA Mens Sana’s website and under the 

heading learning resources you can find their influential newsletters called the “International Journal for 

Direct Support Professionals”.  Both places are leaders in continued learning for the Developmental Ser-

vices Sector.  

Keep learning, keep safe and keep being kind to one another.  

-Amanda Foy  

Residential Manager 

Connecting To Our Community  - MVACL  

These are unprecedented times. Anxiety abounds. While we can aspire 
to positivity, there are times when we simply can’t muster showing it. 
Honesty and vulnerability can open the door to meaningful connection. 
This can be quite powerful when we, as DSP’s, open up to supported 
people. 

People are yearning for deep connection, and we should attempt to de-
liver it with: 

· Touch (as we can) to convey connection. 

· Body language that adds emphasis to our message and our emotions 
that may go above and beyond what we are used to. 

· Tone of voice that enhances our words. 

Talk that emphasizes the big stuff, such as love, fear, connection, and 
community. 

With gloves, masks, distance, and fear between and us and the people 
we support, we need to actively engage our prosocial tools to turn the 
negative spiral of fear into the virtuous cycle of positive emotions. This 
will help to promote positive feelings in the people we support and emo-
tional engagement for those providing their care. 

Adapted in an article by: https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/
how_can_doctor_stop_burnout_in_pandemic 



 

 

Greetings everyone! 

At long last the nicer weather has arrived.  During these challenging times (that aren’t over yet!) a little sunshine 

goes a long way. 

Much has happened since our last Newsletter in January!  At the start of the new decade we were looking forward 

to new opportunities for growth, education, learning, forging new relationships and nurturing existing ones.  Alt-

hough the pandemic has been a challenge to say the least, it has certainly provided incredible opportunity for 

growth, education, learning, and relationship building; but in unexpected ways. 

The ability of the people we support, families, and especially our staff, to be flexible and resilient has been re-

markable.  Our ‘new normal’ has been particularly challenging for many people we support as changes to rou-

tines can be difficult for everyone.  Perhaps most challenging for many is the limited opportunity to be out in the 

community.  Together with their support, people are finding creative ways to be engaged.  We thank Travis for 

sharing in this newsletter what this experience has been like for him so far.   

This week we will be launching an MVACL Facebook page where we hope to highlight many of the things people 

are doing to occupy themselves during the Pandemic. 

A few families chose not to receive support during this situation.  All are reportedly doing well, and we look for-

ward to resuming relationships.  We want to thank all families who have loved ones in our Residential support 

program for respecting the strict no physical visiting policy.  We know this has not been easy but so far everyone 

has remained quite healthy! 

Our staff team have risen to this challenge with remarkable commitment and positivity.  Most have juggled per-

sonal needs and deserve recognition for their willingness to provide essential services, when able.  We are over 

the moon, with the provincial government’s decision to provide a generous, temporary wage increase.   

Our community partners have been very supportive, and we are grateful.  

Community Living Month, historically held in May, has been postponed until 

September.  We have much to celebrate! 

Out of respect for everyone’s hard work, patience, persistence, flexibility and 

understanding, I encourage everyone to continue to follow the guidelines pro-

vided. Things are working!  We look forward to using many newly learned 

skills to move forward. 

Sincere thanks everyone.  Stay safe!  

Monica 
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